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Making Space for Water. St Andrews, Tuesday 27th August 2013. 

Presentation by Lesley Harrison and Rebecca Wade 

This project took as its starting point an earlier collaboration 

between Dr Jo Vergunst, a lecturer in anthropology at Aberdeen 

University, and Dr Rebecca Wade, a lecturer in physical sciences 

at Abertay. Scotland’s urban rivers – for example the Dighty in 

Dundee and the Denburn in Aberdeen – are highly controlled, 

channelled and culverted through drains and complex flood 

management systems. But these small urban rivers are 

significant beyond their size, both for the impact on people’s lifestyles and for the natural 

environments along their path.  Rather than meeting in their offices, Jo and Rebecca walked 

along these urban rivers, exploring common issues to do with access and management as 

they walked. Their collaboration was based in a shared methodology – walking the rivers. 

I was particularly intrigued by this project because it studies the river not as a primitive, 

unsullied natural place, but as an urbanised, reconstructed but also anarchic natural force. 

Most, almost all, SNH projects posit “nature” as Eden – an idealised place before spoiling my 

man. Yet in Scotland any natural landscape is always there by the grace of us humans. And 

we are instinctively drawn to small, local “wild places”, such as rivers. 

In my writing I’ve experimented a lot with poetry of place.  I am really interested in how 

language evokes place, and how people create and furnish their world through language – 

what Eugen Gomringer calls “the weight and pull of words” – especially, how the language 

we use when talking about the river reflects both our deliberate attempts to appropriate it, 

and our deeper responses to it. Our understanding of the river’s presence is at the same 

time experiential, social and instinctive. 

So I hoped that my concentrating on the language used when talking about these rivers, and 

how the “word-worlds” build or reveal a sense of place, would add another dimension or a 

layer to Jo’s and Rebecca’s thinking. 

 

[METHOD] 

I met with Jo and Rebecca in Aberdeen in Jo’s office, and then I went for a long walk up the 

Denburn in Aberdeen with Jo, and for a longer walk up the Gelly Burn (a Dighty tributary) 

with Roshni Jose, one of Rebecca’s PhD students who is researching urban drainage in that 

part of Dundee. I also walked the Dighty Burn from sea to source, and round the watershed 

in the Sidlaw Hills. In between there has a flurry of emails and phone conversations, and Jo 

and Rebecca also very kindly shared all of their transcripts and research notes from their 

earlier walks. 
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From all this a rather eclectic set of poems is emerging.  Rather than the usual pamphlet, I 

am making them into postcards. This seems more appropriate – postcards commemorate 

our experience and appropriation of place. There is the idea that the place doesn’t exist 

outwith our experience of it. 

 

[POSTCARDS] 

I used a 1959 O.S. map to walk round the edges of the watershed 

of the Dighty Burn. I also studied the much older maps that the 

National Library of Scotland has digitised. The 16th and 17th 

century maps identify farms whose names reflect their elevation, 

their place in the landscape :  “shand’s farm”, “long loch”, “neuk”, “green ford”, “the forked 

hill” etc. “Stone in Clouds” is the title of a Hamish Fulton photograph. 

 

The A92, the new dual carriageway from Dundee to 

Arbroath, has these wonderful ditches alongside 

with fabulous displays of bog iris (seggs) and rushes, 

and now lots of other things.  I had thought that 

they had seeded themselves; however creating and 

planting these swales is part of the process of 

managing all the rainwater that runs off hard 

surfaces like roads and monoblocked gardens. Either way, they are fabulous. It felt right to 

show this reversion as from ‘Blue Peter English’ to dialect. This technical word “swale” is 

possibly Norse in origin, but it also appears in the Consise Scots Dictionary with several 

spellings, and is a great evocative word.  A lot of the words to do with water and drainage 

imply their meaning – “culvert”, “stank”, “head”. 

 

These words describing weather  - the first thing that we talk about 

when we meet other folk – are gleaned from conversations, 

dictionaries of local dialect, and memory. 

 

 

I kept finding these bricks in the water. The names of the 

manufacturers have been eroded, leaving parts of words. I 

love the idea of the river having a voice; of the river being 

part of the dialogue. I also really like the way that the river 
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gives / withholds the meaning; it’s playing with us, it’s winding us up. The next time I went 

back, the word bricks had been rearranged, or some had disappeared and new ones 

emerged. I used the bits of words to select phrases from Jo & Rebecca’s transcripts, and a 

really weird story started to emerge. 

 

Jo and I walked the Denburn in Aberdeen from the 

Den of Maidenscraig, beyond the city limits, down to 

where it vanishes forever under the big one-way 

system in town, which is called Denburn.  Its route is 

not clear: we were looking over garden fences, 

decoding street names, and studying gradients and 

dips in road surfaces. The lack of language was as 

significant as the language and signposting where it 

was used.  

The Denburn is secretive, but also acquisitive – it 

gathers names, bits of old walls, birds and shoes, 

gardens and fragments of spectacular brickwork, and a 

lime green Hillman Imp. It is also anarchic – it goes 

under false names or goes in cognito; it is invisible beneath people’s houses and the perfect 

green lawns of Aberdeen Grammar School, then it forces itself through a fence, or bursts 

out in a mouth of red paint.  

 

[CONCLUSION] 

The poems (I hope) pick out the themes that I felt emerged from the transcripts and notes, 

and from all our walks : 

 a mythic element  – their particular stretch of it is part of people’s own story, of local 

folklore, of urban myth 

 paths – “lines of desire” – show that people want to walk alongside the running 

water – perhaps for privacy, for quiet or for river sound, for the colour and light 

 a sense of personalised geography, or definition of territory. “From Balmossie to 

Balmossie” came from a conversation with a man who told me that the Dighty 

“starts here and stops there, then starts there again and stops there …” 

 a place of ritual – dog walkers, bird watchers, river walkers, joggers, commuters etc 

all follow their own set route. There wasn’t much evidence of randomised 

movement. 

 the river’s anarchic tendencies, their disruptive behaviour. All three rivers had spilled 

over, flooded, dried up, changed course, changed name …. . 

The Denburn 

“disturbing the categories of urban 

and rural” 

 

“how the planners will bring the 

river into the town” 
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Playing with language and dialect made me experiment with 

new forms; I’ve started to look at the ideas of Hamish Fulton, 

Eugen Gomringer and others who have thought of words as 

objects with force, with gravitational pull. I’ve written the easier 

poems; the harder ones look quite different. And I now know 

more about urban drainage than I ever thought I would! I hope 

my contributions have been useful to Jo and Rebecca too: we 

each think our own discipline provides a deeper, more definitive explanation of the world. 

As an earlier speaker said, we are all storytellers. It is always good to step out of our own 

practised ways of thinking, and to see it through someone else’s eyes. I also like the Patrick 

Geddes quote: “We need to give everyone the outlook of an artist: a way of seeing”. 

 


